
Author! Author! Crowland Revisited

ALISON HANHAM

Twelve years ago, guessing the author of the  Second  Continuation of the Crowland
'  chronicles was a popular game among academics and others. The criteria (or rules)

that a  competitor  must  meet were six in number.

1. He  must  be  a  man of the world, exceptionally well informed on matters at court

and in government circles between October  1459  and 22  August 1485.
2. His authorship of the Second Continuation  must have  been  unknown  to all or

most  of the  monks  of the abbey in April 1486.

3. He should have been a councillor of Edward IV and  a  doctor of  canon  law in
1471, have been sent on an embassy to Abbeyville at that time and preferably also

have taken  part in negotiations in Utrecht in  1473-4  and with Scotland in 1474.

4. He should  have had personal connections with Crowland Abbey.
5. Despite anonymity under Rule  Two,  he sheuld  have  been present at the  abbey in
April 1486.

And 6. He  must  have  included, from time to time, descriptions of  past  events of

strictly local importance, in  which  he demonstrated close-identification with the
monks  and their interests.

Front runners in  this  competition were Dr Henry Sharp (run  by Nicholas

Pronay),' Dr Richard Lavender (run by BA. Kelly)2 and Richard’s chancellor,

”  Bishop John Russell (run less confidently by A. Hanham and others, but demoted

by Kelly to the position of Third Continuator).3 (Archbisfiop John Morton had long
been  hors  de  combat  by this date). Sharp does  not in fact qualify under Rule  Thrée,

because  he was a doctor of civil law only, but Pronay, always happy to adjust  a text
when it suited him, commented ‘Whatever our author actually wrote could not

have  been  “Doctor  in  Jure  Canonico" At the  same  time, we can not be sure  that

the original was  Doctor  Jufis  Civilis.  ’4 Views differed on where the account was
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written. Kelly had Lavender writing the bulk of the secular history section

elsewhere in late 1485, but completing it at the abbey about  April 1486, incognito
so to speak (because of Rule 2). Pronay’s Sharp, also  incognito, dictated the entire

thing, to be  written  directly onto  the blank leaves at the end of the codex,  within
the ten days between 20 and 30 April 1486.  Both  men had to assume  that  their
favoured author was at the abbey at all. Antonia Gransden, as quoted by Pronay
(p.25), postulated  that  Russell’s secular history ‘was  presumably actually written in

Chancery’.  (Elaborated by Pronay, p. 28. In office hours?  Didn’t  the man  have a

home to go to?)
In 1975 I  contested  the validity of Rules Four to Six. Rule Three may also be

invalid because it is by no means  certain that  the councillor and doctor of canon

law was the author of the Second Continuation (that is, the ‘secular history’ from

October '1459 to 22  August  1485). The author’s identity remains almost as great  a
mystery as the one  that  has endlessly and unprofitably occupied Ricardians. It
would be  very interesting if he were really Richard’s ex-chancellor. And, by

contrast to  such  faceless personages as Henry Sharp and Richard  Lavender,  one

feels one knows Russell well. In  fact, of course, it is the Second Continuator  whom
one knows, and whose decided personality and particular interests one is tempted

to attach, probably quite  wrongly, to John Russell.

The main argument in favour of Russell is  that  he was in as good  a  position as
almost  anyone  to know the things the  author  reports with such confidence: the

codicil to Edward IV’s will, the throw-away remark (p. 152) that  ‘I should  have
said earlier  that  one surprising thing about  this grossly fat, luxury-devoted and
morally defective king was his remarkable memory for the names and fortunes of

all persons “of any standing in the districts where  they lived, even  those who were
no more than squires’”,5 or the similar fancy-dress given to Queen Anne and the
Princess Elizabeth at Christmas 1484. Russell  could  perhaps have  given  the Third
Continuator an  account  of Cardinal Beaufort’s edifying death  in  Winchester  in
April 1447 while Russell was probably still at school there, but he is by no means

the only, or  even  the most likely, possible informant. The story could  have  come

from  some  visitor to the abbey, or been picked up by an  abbot  —  abbots, after all,

travelled and attended parliaments. The  reason for connecting the  anecdote with
Russell is the circular one  that  the  Third  Continuator concludes it with Qui  enim

haec  scripsit,  afluit  et  haec omnia vidit  et  audivit, et  scimus quod  verum  est

testimonium  ejus.  (‘The  man who wrote this was present and saw and heard all this,
and we  know that  his testimony is  true’).  Elsewhere in this part of the volume  ille
qm‘ haec  scripsit  and  praefatus scriptor  refer to the Second Continuator. And

perhaps  this  scriptor  was Russell. Professor Kelly’s proposal  that  Russell was

himself the Third  Continuator  followed this argument in  part, while denying its

central premise  that  Russell was the  praefatus  scriptor.  But surely the Third
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Continuator  cannot have  meant  himself by qui  enim testimonium ejus,  which is  a

conflation of various sentences from St John the Divine.“ It is the sort of  thing the
Continuator  might have  heard  authenticating the story in  a  homily delivered in

honour  of Cardinal  Beaufort  (Margaret Beaufort’s great-uncle) on the anniversary

of his death on 11 April 1447. One ultimate  source  could  have  been Beaufort’s

successor  at Winchester, William Wayneflete, who retired to the country from his

palace in Southwark in December 1485 and died on 11  August  1486.
Much  more potentially important  is the  very odd way in which the Second

Continuation identifies Edward’s emissary to the  duke  of  Burgundy in  1471,  sent
by way of Boulogne because Calais had not yet been ‘liberated’, as  a  councillor

and doctor of canon law. No other person is identified like this. In other places,

certainly, the  author  evinces close knowledge and interest in relations with

Burgundy: the  duke’s  marriage with Margaret of York (p. 114), troops provided by

him in  1471  (p. 122), the titles by which he addressed Edward IV, and his promise
to accompany Edward as a  partner  on the march in France in 1475,7 the  duke’s

own, publicly stated  words  that  with  an army as large as Edward’s he could ‘go a-

conquering through  France as far as the  gates  of  Rome’ (p.  134) and Charles,

advancing ‘extremely boldly, not to say rashly’, being killed  in Switzerland (p.

142).
But would anyone think  that  the councillor was meant  as  a  self-identification

without  the marginal cement by the latér  annotator  or indexer  that this  was  Ille

qui  hanc  historiam  compilavit?  Is that simply a  deduction from the text?  Hadn’t
the Third Continuator, for one, said  that  he  didn’t know  the identity of the

scriptor?  What  might  the words mean to a late fifteenth-century writer?

Sir Goronwy Edwards may have  been right after all in translating historia  in

this instance as  ‘story; incident related’. It clearly has  that  meaning in the (same

man’s?) annotation to the First Continuation“ certitudo  hujus  historiae  inferius

declarabitur:  ‘the  real  truth  about  this story will be shown below’. But if  historia

in  both  annotations means  ‘story’, what  about  compilavit, which later is  used  (not

necessarily by the same writer) to mean ‘put together from various sources’?” In

late  fifteenth-century English the  verb  ‘compile’ was extending its meanings. It

was coming to mean also  ‘compose  as an original  work’.  Caxton, who could use it
in  that  sense, also used it to mean ‘translate from one language to another’.‘0

(Which raises the fleeting possibility that  the councillor  turned  someone’s English

account into  Latin). If, however, historia  means ‘incident; occurence’ we need

another extension of  sense, something like ‘report’ or  ‘describe’.  This, in fact, is

exactly the  connotation  given the  word  by the Scottish  poets  and diplomats

William Dunbar and Sir David Lyndsay. Dunbar wrote (spelling modernised)

‘Your  aureate  tongues both been all too light For to compile that paradise

complete’." This  is probably also the sense used earlier by Robert Henryson in
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verse 9 of his  Testament  of Cresseid:  ‘Worthy Chaucer in the same book In goodly
terms and in jolly [fair, splendid, not “jolly’!] verse  Compiled has his [i.e.
Troilus’s] cares’.I2 .

The jury is still out on the  annotator’s  meaning. However, if Russell was not

the author, the identity of the writer scarcely matters. The account remains fully
‘authentic’.  Nor, I shall  argue, is its integrity diminished by any editing it may have
received to suit it to Crowland’s requirements. The problem is not the identity of

the  author  but how the man who  wrote  this strongly personal and unbuttoned
account —  the kind of thing destined for private circulation in those days  —  could
have  thought  it suitable for a monastic chronicle, let  alone  write it especially for
that  purpose. And if  compilavit  means  that  he personally put it  together with
‘obituary notices’ that  depended on  abbey records the problem is compounded.

Nevertheless, Pronay and Kelly both saw the Second Continuation as  a
seamless  work, written by one  man.  Pronay pointed out  that  he  very carefully
organised the way the obituaries fitted  into  his overall scheme. A  scheme, indeed,

so rigid  that  it is  ‘rather  too clever by half, (p. 74). But in  Pronay’s  view he  took  a

condescending attitude to monkish affairs. He punned at the  expense  of the
previous chronicler, ‘the good prior’ (p. 79) and, writing in an artificial ‘monk-
speak’, turned the obituary notices into  ‘tedious  parodies of a monastic chronicle’

(pp. 74, 100). ‘There is moreover  a  degree of simple-mindedness shown in  these
sections which comes close to caricature and which  seems  clearly to  have  been

written with  tongue  in cheek’ (p. 68). Poor old monks!
Pronay thus  demonstrated this central absurdity in the ‘scenarios’. Namely that

the high-ranking civil servant who obviously provided the ‘secular history’
sections of the Second Continuation for the period  October  1-459  to 22  August
1485, had also  written, diversi  stilo, the  very different  obituary notices of abbots

that interrupt the narrative at  fixed  points and, having read the previous chronicle
(in the abbey), had  given  cross-references to it. In  1975  (writing, in fact, mainly in
1972-3) I  elaborated the alternative view  that  in the Second Continuation as we

have  it two writers were involved — one the author of an entirely independent and
self-sufficient history, the  profana  historia, ‘secular  history’; the other a member

of the monastic  community who  had, vely skilfully, acted as a compilator and
adapted it to  form  an addition to the abbey’s existing series of chronicles, with
appropriate insertions to  cover  events  of domestic importance to his house  —  the
historia  loci:  ‘history of this place; local  history’ (p. 118), preoccupied  with  such
matters  as new buildings, flood  control and vexatious neighbours. This theory
removed the need for fanciful suggestions  about  visits  to the  abbey and cooperation
with its members, and explained why the original  author’s identity was unknown to
them. _

But it could  have  been  thought  to derive  from  somewhat dubious antecedents
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(notably the work of Sir Clements Markham, ‘Josephine  Tey’ and Paul Kendall).
Unhappily it was  also  contaminated by my remaining reluctance, in early 1975, to

abandon a theory that the  Second  Continuation misdated the  execution  of Lord
Hastings.” But I suspect  that  what mainly alarmed scholars was  that  any
suggestion of dual authorship might  destroy the ‘authenticity’ of the Second
Continuator’s  report on  events,  especially in 1483 to 1485. See, for instance, —

with much exaggeration and misrepresentation —  Pronay’s  introduction,
particularly pages  17-27, 39.

Pronay and Kelly, among others, certainly found the idea of a monastic

‘editor’ unacceptable.  Both went  to considerable lengths to find arguments against

it. Pronay supposed  that  (most improbably) the Second Continuation as it stands

was inscribed from the  author’s  dictation directly on to pristine pages in the
monks’ precious and expensive  codex  (pp.  46-47,  55.) And to me he ascribed (p.
29) what  he  rightly called  ‘the amazing assertion’ that  the author of the secular
history ‘normally’ wrote in the first  person  singular. Apparently he  took  this from

Kelly. The point  I  actually made was that whereas the writer of the secular history
uses  the first person singular  from  time to time, it appears exactly twice in all the

obituary sections, once  in the phrase  servitium  ne  homagium  dicam:  ‘service, I

won’t  say homage’ (p. 140), once  as  vicim‘ ne  inimicos  appellem:  ‘neighbours, I
won’t  call them enemies’ (p.166).  Both  are set forms, deriving from classical Latin

oratorical and  epistolary style.  Pronay went on to say, incorrectly, that ‘one of the

most self-evident  features  of the  text [is] the continuously interchangeable use of

all three forms in  which  the writer expresses personal opinions: the personal
pronouns  singular and plural  [sic,  he  meant  verbal endings] and the impersonal

“the writer”.’

Let me again propose  a  different scenario. Someone at the abbey — perhaps

the book-loving Abbot Richard Crowland, perhaps the energetic Edmund  Thorp as
prior — had  been  urging that  the  abbey’s  chronicles should be  brought  up to  date.
There is immediately a flaw in this. A monastic chronicle need not  cover  as much
as the  three  hundred  years  of their last one. But at most fifteen years from January
1470? In the outside world, however, short  accounts  written in English were

proliferating in  a  propaganda war.  Such  were the  still-extant  Chronicle  of the
Rebellion  in  Lincolnshire  and  History of the  Arrival  in  England  of Edward  IV. My
suggestion in 1975 was that a lively and authoritative  ‘memoir’ of the Yorkist

years between 1459 and 1485 somehow came to the  abbey’s  notice." Although it

was never intended for such a purpose, a senior  member of the community thought

it an ideal vehicle for the traditional purpose of furnishing a survey of national
affairs to be interspersed with retrospective reviews of the achievements of

individual abbots, more  nostro.  That  the First Continuator interwove his secular

and domestic  events  in the same way (Pronay pp.  71-72)  may suggest only that  his
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continuator followed suit. Naturally there  is no ‘proof’ of the theory of dual
authorship.  Textual  criticism seldom deals in certainties.

Adopting someone else’s work involved no  ‘imposture’, as Kelly
anachronistically suggested." Written literature was ‘in the public  domain’.  No

taint of plagiarism would arise, indeed it was rather a compliment to an  author  to
give currency to his work. Later, in 1543, Richard Grafton  felt  no qualms  about

printing John  Hardyng’s  verse  chronicle up to 1461 from  a  manuscript and adding
a  translation from Polydore Vergil’s  History published in 1534. Besides, the man

responsible for the  ‘local  history’ lays no claim to  having composed the  ‘secular’
one, whose author he seems to distinguish subsequently as  praefatus scriptor  or

ille  qui  haec scripsit." It becomes  ‘the  history that  we  promised’ (pp. 168, 182).
The key passage is the  introductory section that  immediately follows the

conclusion of the  previous  continuation (p. 108). In my translation:

After  the  death  of the  aforesaid  Abbot  John which, as  already said,

occurred  on 19  January 1470" by Roman  reckoning, there  follows the

continuation  of events,  both  in the  national  affairs of England and

elsewhere and especially concerning the  affairs  of the  monastery of
Crowland.  Nevertheless, before  beginning the  things  to be  described'as
happening in the  years after that, there  are  matters  to be  first  set  down
that  were  omitted  by the  previous  chronicler, both  from  that  religious

dedication  that  commonly disregards worldly things  and (by his more
explicit  statement) from  a  concern for brevity.  This  is in  order  to  make  it
clear from the  start  how the  kingdom  of England had been troubled by
many armed assaults  before  [the  prior] came  to his  concluding disaster  of

the  incursion  by Northerners  [in  1469].” Let the rest  that  ensued  be

related as  shortly and  truthfully as possible up to the  year  to be  noted
below.

But we  wish  first  to  mark  —  not so  much a battle  as the  semblance  of  a

battle” —  which  had been seriously threatened near  Ludlow  in  October

1459

This  begins  with  rather surprising abruptness. The new continuator offers no

disclaimer  about  his own unworthiness in the way one  might  have  expected  after
the prior’s modest self-disparagement and his hopes that  a better  writer would

follow him to improve his own work and carry it further.” If the writer, as  a  mere
‘compilator’f' was introducing an account composed by someone manifestly better
informed than the prior, he had no need to be  modest about  it. At any rate, this is  a

bridging passage  between the previous chronicle and the new history to be offered.
The new history traverses matters too important to be omitted from the general

picture, even  though this  means back-tracking to 1459 and covering the ten years
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already treated by the prior. Its treatment of affairs is by no means ‘as short as

possible’ and it is  a  history with  a fixed  end  that  the writer  knows  in advance.
If a compilator was offering someone  else's account, had that commenced

earlier  than  1459? If so, did the compilator  take  his starting point  then  because  it

conveniently tied in with the prior’s reference. to troops advancing from the north?
Unanswerable questions, though it sounds as if the author had laid  stress on  that
long sequence of  attacks  from the north. All we know for su_re is  that  after the

introduction quoted the  text  launches straight into  a  detailed  account  of what
happened near Ludlow and in the aftermath of the confrontation.  When,  nearly

three  pages on in  this  edition (p.  112), the accession of Edward IV is reached, my

putative compilator substitutes for any description  that  his original might have

contained, ‘as already described by the chronicler mentioned  before’, i.e. the prior.
After  that  he reverts to his  text  so closely that  he keeps (I suggest) the  next
sentence in his original, beginning Transeo  hoc  leviter,  ‘I pass lightly over this’.
The compilator himself  doesn’t  just  pass  over the coronation lightly, he has

avowedly refrained from repeating any details.

So if any editing has in  fact  occurred, what did it involve? I would guess very

little indeed. The compilator could well have marked up the manuscript as he had

received it (rather  than  recopying it physically), inserting only the necessary

bridging passages to his own  ‘obituaries’ and entering the few necessary references

to the previous chronicle when an  event  like Edward’s coronation was already

adequately treated there. A description of the battle of Wakefield is omitted (p.
112) so that we have only Bella  ibidem  ut  supra  memoratur victus occubuit:  ‘The
duke of York was conquered and killed at the battle there, as recorded  above’.  For
the  same  reason  he would  have  excised mention of Edward’s marriage, but perhaps

left  his author’s later  reference  (p.  114) to  matrimonio ipsius  regis supratacto:  the
king’s marriage treated  above  (in the author’s original  text  as well as by the

prior?). Also on p. 114 an  account  of the  battle  of Edgecote  must  be missing. It is
now referred to baldly as  ‘the  said  conflict’ — in  dicta  conflictu.22

There are  only two other cross-references to the preceding chronicle  that  I
have  observed and both consist solely of  a  phrase probably inserted into the
original  text.  To clarify, I will put the first within asterisks. On p.  114, Home  ego
reputo veriorem  causam  dissidii...  quam  *ipsum  quad  supra  recitamm  est*

matrimonium regis  cum  Elizabeth  Regina:  ‘1 [note the ego] consider this  a  more

valid reason for the quarrel  between  the king and the earl  than  *the one rehearsed
above* the  king’s  marriage to Queen Elizabeth’. The author goes on to argue his
case  against another commonly-held explanation (which is the one given by the
prior) and  a  marginal annotation says  ‘The  true cause of the quarrel between the
king and the earl of Warwick'. The only other cross-reference within the Second
Continuation to the prior’s chronicle occurs on p. 116 where again a mere
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insertion, ‘in the way said  before’, interrupts a sentence  about  emissaries passing
between Edward and the dissident lords.” In the prior’s chronicle there is also an

annotation  drawing attention  to the  subsequent  superior discussion of Edward’s

brief  captivity by Warwick and Clarence and his relations with them:  ‘the truth  of

this incident in other, realistic, terms, will be related  below’.“

The only other ‘tailoring’ that a  compilator need  have  done  was to insert short

bridging passages  between  the historical narrative and his obituary notices.

Apparently an  ille  qui  haec  scripsit  added  a  poem to his history.” If this  scriptor

meant the original author as I am assuming, he conveniently followed the example

set by the previous chronicler, who also concluded with verses before offering a
modest disclaimer  about  his work.  Praefatus  scriptor  seems to have  been  content

with explaining (p. 188) that  he was finishing at the death of King Richard to avoid

the odium of either criticising or flattering the living. The compilator, on the other

hand, had no such scruple about praising his  current  abbot, Edmund  Thorp.

Not surprisingly there are few linguistic differences between the Latin of the

secular history and the Latin of the local history sections. Once or twice the

‘obituarist’ becomes over-ambitious and entangled in metaphors.“ On page 120

Quoties enim litis alicujus  (misprinted —  cujas) scintilla videbatur  exurgere eam

antequa'm nimis  eflerveret  extinxit  —  ‘every time the 'spark of any lawsuit arose,

before it boiled  over  too  much [but  he was probably usi_ng eflervo  as a  synonym  of

fervo  “burn”] Abbot Wisbech quenched  it’.  On page 186  tandem viderant  non

impune  se  illis  modis potuisse laqueos raptae pacts  regni difiugere  is difficult to

translate neatly but means  that  their behaviour was  going to run them into  ‘the
noose  of [committing] breach of  peace’.  And his word-play on  finis  meaning

variously ‘end’; ‘bounds; limit’ and ‘a  fine’ in the sense of a  ‘final  concord' leads

.him  into a  sentence  that  is more clever  than  meaningful. His  text  (pp. 166-68) says
Verum quia tandem  lis  omnis  per  compromissum  et  laudum cerium finem

accepit finem toti huic tragoediae imponere decrevimus  cum fine at  obitu dicti

patris  Richardi  abbatis:  the abbot who had died on 10 November 1483, whose

obituary is now being offered. The translation should read  something like  ‘Seeing
that  at length the whole case received irrevocable final  agreement  [certus:  fixed]

by the compromise and award [of Archbishop Rotherham in 1481] we  have
decided to put an end [or perhaps “set bounds”] to all this  unhappy tale with the

death of this  said  abbot, Father Richard.’ (Whom the obituarist clearly blames for

tamely submitting his case to arbitration in the first place.)27 This wasn’t  really the

end of the story, which carries on until Abbot  Edmund  Thorp finally concludes it

by arranging the formal appropriation of  Bdnghurst  in  April  1486, as  documented

at the end of the codex.
The secular history concludes, apparently, on pages  182-84  with ‘And so ends

the history that we promised to set  out’ and  a  summary of its scope, like the one
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that  the First Continuator had provided. To identify the disparate items in the

remainder of the  work  as we now  have  it  I  shall label them alphabetically and call
this  section (A.) The (or another) compilator concludes it by introducing,

didactically, a  poem about the three King Richards, attributed to ‘a  certain  poet’.m

Then (B.) our  obituarist  returns  to the  death  of  Abbot  Lambert  on 14  October  1485

and notes the election of Abbot Edmund Thorp. There follows another long
description about problems with the  neighbours  and Abbot  Edmund’s  efforts to

deal with them which so far  (hactenus) look promising, God willing. The  worst
problem, the dispute  with  Peterborough left half-settled by Archbishop Rotherham

in 1481 looks like reaching a  solution, because the excellent  abbot  has at last

obtained the necessary letters patent for appropriating Bringhurst to Peterborough.

(Issued on 28 February 1486.) ‘About which, and the whole process following

upon  them, perhaps something will be written by someone else at length in its own

place  below’.

(C.) Someone then  returns  to our secular history, adds (pp. 188-90) a

retrospective  note about  the coronation and marriage of  Henry VII, refers  to the

Lovell rebellion after Easter  1486  and returns once more to the history and its

scriptor  because ‘on  account  of  that  rebellion’ (at its  height  on 24 April) ille  qui

haec scripsit  added to the foregoing history a  few verses on peace or long-
suffering, depending on the  outcome  that  posterity is to see.” This raises a

problem. Is it  what  the  scriptor  himself intended to imply or what  a  compilator has
deduced? Someone, a  few lines down, seems  also  to  have  felt impelled to add his

own, unnecessary, gloss to the  poem’s  mention of France. In fact, the poem (D.) is
not  about  peace and long-suffering, it is primarily about  usurping kings and

rebellious subjects  and, unlike the ‘Kings  Richard’ verse, could well summarise the
story the history has told. (Usurpers perhaps including Henries IV to VI as well as

the Yorks). The relevant lines run ‘There  have  fallen kings who would not be
subordinated to kings“0 who, making an  entry by a back way and avoiding the

portals," relied on their own right [or pressed their own claim] and thereby brought

themselves to confusion:12 They were embroiling public with private interests: as a

result, neither blood, age nor valour in battle could  create a king’. The conclusion
refers to Henry VII’s  marriage with Elizabeth with cum  Deus  ultima  primis  Jam

junxit  pariterque  duo  confecerat unum  ‘God who joined the  last  to the  first  things”
has now likewise made two into  one’.  ‘Better fortune will follow if we accept this

gift. If  not, let us  bear  with equanimity the whirlwind  that  God  sends’.

After this, (E.) someone has instructed  ‘Then add’ some verses which are a

‘bread-and-butter’ poem from  a  grateful guest of the abbey, echoing the verse from

Psalm 133, ‘Behold, how good and pleasant it is for brothers to dwell in unity!’

This is followed by (F.) the statement  that  Acta  sunt haec  et  expleta  in ten days, the

last  being the last day of April 1486.
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(G.) The ‘Third  Continuator’ (the one who  doesn’t know  the  scriptor’s

identity:  ille quicunque  sit  immediate  superioris descriptor historiae:  ‘he, whoever

he may be, the author of the history immediately above’) then sets a good example
of recording events, starting by back-tracking to Henry’s coronation and first
parliament (which Abbot Edmund had probably attended), inserting the irrelevant

anecdote  about  Cardinal  Beaufort’s  deathbed and concluding current affairs with

the collapse of the rebellion in the north (by the first week in May).

(B.) The concluding formal process of appropriation to Peterborough under
Bishop Russell is then rehearsed.

That  all this is  given  so confusedly is partly due to the  monastery’s practice  of
mixing the record of domestic affairs in with national  ones.  Something seems odd

nevertheless and it was not  much  good for Pronay to say (p. 78, and confusing the

text  as it appeared in fair copy in the  codex, British Library MS  Cotton Otho  B xiii,
w_ith the various draft scripts that  must  underlie  that  copy) ‘In  fact, of course  [sic],

this apparently “incongruous” order  provides  prima  facie  evidence for the  text
being undisturbed and in the original order’. One suggestion  I  would  make  is  that
the much-debated  Acta sunt  haec  et  expleta  clause  may have  belonged after  ‘our’
continuator’s last obituary notice (B.) above) to indicate  that  indeed the great

problem  that  he hoped would be brought to an end had been formally concluded,

‘done  and completed’, with the negotiations and formal process in  late  April. I
think  also  that  the poem I've designated by (D.) must belong in the place where the
‘Kings Richard’ poem  (A.) has been  put.  Who entered the ‘index’ annotations  to

the secular  history, and  when, I  do not know and  shall  not guess.

But one suggestion  that  I  would tentatively put forward is  that  the fair copying

was done in 1487.  Much  to my surprise,  I  have noted  three  occasions on  which

someone, presumably this copyist, has written  ‘seventh’ incorrectly in a year-date,

one suspects because he was habitually dating documents like that.34 According to

Fulman’s  text, page 553 (Pronay p. 70) 1477  (... septuagesimus septimus) was

written for  1476  (...  sextus).  Abbot Richard Crowland was said to  have  died in

1473  —  quadringentesimo septuagesimo  tertio  instead of 1483 —  octogesimo
tertio  (p. 164), and Edmund Thorp to have been elected in 1487 instead of 1485 (p.
184). One miswriting would be unremarkable. Three begin to look significant. All
three occur in ‘obituary notices’. Did the copyist’s attention wander while he was
transcribing these? It might be added  that  the cramped way in which the  Second
Continuation begins directly after the First suggests  that  the copyist was anxious to
fit all his material onto the remaining leaves of the volume. Pronay (p. 50) believed
that  many more items followed the Second Continuation and its sequels.  This  is not

what  Fulman’s  transcriber reported in Corpus Christi B. 208.
I am  very grateful to the Richard HI Society and the Richard III and Yorkist

History Trust for making the Latin  text  of the Second Continuation more readily
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available. It remains a great pity that  it was not a more scholarly edition with  a
much-shorn  introduction, competent English translation15 and textual and historical

notes.

Postscript.  Shamefully, in writing the  above  I overlooked Daniel Williams, ‘The

Crowland Chronicle, 616  - 1500’ in Daniel Williams  ed., England  in the  Fifteenth

Century (Proceedings of the 1986 Harlaxton Symposium, 1987, pp. 371-390). I am

very grateful to Bonita Cron for supplying this deficiency. Williams made  a case

for Piers Curteys as author of the history enshrined in the ‘second continuation’ but

did not explain how, when Curteys was first in sanctuary and  then, after February
1484, lying low in Leicester (Williams p.  389) he could flirnish so  much  detail

about  events at court,  about  Buckingham’s movements in the west, the spies  that
brought  Richard  news  on 6 February 1485, Richard’s denial of any plan to marry

his niece, made in the great hall of the knights of St John ‘in  a  clear, loud  voice’
(C.C. ed Pronay and Cox p. 176), and so on. Nor am I at all convinced  that  the
second and third continuations  cannot  have been  written before September 1500
(Williams, pp. 374-75). To hope that, with Lady Margaret  Beaufort’s  good  offices,

the problem of the disputatious tenants of Deeping may be solved (C. C., p. 186) is
not the same as  saying that  a  settlement has been formally initiated.
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3.  Alison Hanham,  Richard  III and his  Early Hixlaritms,  Oxford  1975.

4. p. 95.  Kelly (‘Tragcdies’,  Ricardian,  vol. 7 (1985-87),  p.  506) demolished  the  argument  that there  was no

such  thing as  a  doctor  injure  canonica.  In  similar  fashion,  Pronay (pp.  54, I92 n. I) ‘correcled’ the

instruction  Deimle xubjunge  (‘Thcn  add‘ (the  following verses» to  Deimle subjnnga  (‘Then  I add’),

while  the  English  translation  (p.  193) turned  the  verb  into  mbjungil:  ‘he  adds’.

5. si in  patriix  ubi  degebam  en'am  in  candiliane  valecli  ulicujus compoli  cram.  Valecli  squires. or  perhaps

yeomen.  Cox,  seldom reliable.  translated:  ‘even  if. in the  districts where they operated, they were

reckoned  of  somewhat inferior status‘.

6.  Revelation  (Vulgate) 22. 8, ego  loamms  qui  audivi  ct  vidi  lmec;  First Epistle  General  I. I,  quot!

audivinms. quad  vidimux oculix noxlris  el  Iesmmur  E!  Imec  xcribimus vobis;  Gospel  2]. 24, Hic es!

(liscipulus ille  qui  climanium  perhibel  de  his,  2!  stripsil Imec,  e!  scimux  qm‘a  verum  est testimonial"

eius.

7. p. 130. Cox  words this  incongruously ‘have  the  duke  as his  travelling companion‘.

8. W.  Fulman  ed.,  Rerum  Anglicarum Scriplorum Velerum  Tom I,  Oxford I684.  p.  543.  Pronay and  Cox,  p.

I  IS n.,  Hanham,  pp.  87-8,  n. 2.

9. p. 182  referring to the  prior  qui  celera compilavil.  Naturally he  used  other  writers  in  recording the  history

of  some  300  years.  Winston  Churchill ‘compiled’ his  History of the  English-Speaking Peoples  from
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20.

2l.

22.

materials  commissioned from  professional  historians.

.  The  Oaford  English  Dictionary quotes  unambiguously from  Caxton’s  Golden Legend,  I483,  ‘His  passion
Bede compiled  out of  Greek  into  Latin‘.

.  Quoted in the  Dictionary oflhe Older  Scoltish  Tongue,  s.v. Compile 2  b.

.  Spelling here barbarously anglicised by me. These  were  all  Scots writers,  and  Dunbar  and  Lyndsay early
16  cent..  but  none  the  worse  for  that. Here ‘may we  [libel] explain,  for the instruction of young people
who may not understand' (C.C.,  p. 1 l8) and as  a  one-time  lexicographer that  historical dictionary makers
try to  select  those quotations that  clearly illustrate  a particular sense.  The  0.E.D.  also tended  to restrict
examples  to one per century, which may account  for  Prof.  Kelly’s belief that the  word  ‘tragedy' was
extremely rare  in 15th  cent. English.  I  have  to say that  his  impression  (‘Tragcdics’, Ricardian,  Dec. I987.
pp. 498-503) that  it  could  mean no  more  than  ‘section‘ or  ‘chapter‘ seems  quite unaccountable. His
quotations  certainly do not  support  it.

.  Unfortunately, the  chief spokesman  for the  opposition  at that  time  was  B.P.  Wolffe and many of his
arguments  were  unconvincing.

.  I don't  think  this  can  have been  in English, because some  of the  jokes  depend on  Latin.  e.g.  p. I32
'I'rtmsea facililer  rem  incumbilem  sine  [here misprinted  or  misread  fine] cura  el  dimillens  hamines
volumarias  volummi  (‘1  pass cursorily over a  thing without  cure‘ ?); p. 139  (healaneormn supervisares
exquisilixsimas  Immines:  Surely ‘mosl  searching mcn' -cf med.  Lat.  exquisilor  ‘invesligalor’,  exquira
‘search out diligently, make  inquiry'.  Cox translated  ‘men selected  with the  utmost  care’.  On p. I72
officials  abrmlerem  huge  sums  out of the  state records.  ‘Exlorted', but  also  a  reference  16 the  root sense

‘scrape'?  On p. 122 when Warwick and Clarence triumph  glariose  over  Edward  ‘without bloodshed'
(because  he had fled  abroad)  it is left open  whether this  means ‘gloriously’ or  ‘boastfully'.

.  Kelly,  ‘Tragedics’,  Ricartlian,  vol.  7 (1985-87), p.  I54.

.  .The  praefalux  xcriplor  who  makes  an  unheralded  appearance on p. 182 as author of the history ending at
Boswonh  caused  both Kelly and Pronay some  trouble.  Kelly (‘Last  Chroniclers’,  Ricardian,  Dec.  I985  n.
131 p. l7l)  said  ‘one could argue,  perhaps  implausibly,  that  prtmfiuux  is used in its  active deponem sense
meaning “\vho spoke previously".' Pronay (p. l89 n. l), with no  sense  of implausibility at  all,  glossed  it
‘previous speaking’ and Cox accordingly translated  ‘lhe writer.  as he  said earlier  Everywhere  else, of
course,  il  means  ‘aforesaid’.

.  Clearly written in ambic numerals, not  I469  as given in  editions.

.  Charles  Ross,  Edward  IV,  I974.  p. 128  translates  from the  prior  ‘a  whirlwind from  the north  a  mighty
insurrection  of the  commons‘.

.  Cox’s translation, p. l09,  says  ‘lhe  preparations  for a battle which  were well advanced‘. This fails  to
recognise  fucies  as ‘appcarance‘ and  apparently confuses  farmidare  ‘frighlen’ with  fornmre  ‘shape;
prepare’.  In the event  there  was no  baulc  because, as the  author  goes on Io say, the  troops  brought  across
from  Calais  refused  to attack lhe  king.

I find it  very hard  to disentangle Pronny’s  objections  to this  point  (p.  22).  The  ‘circular  nrgumenl’ seems
more his than  mine.  Clearly.  though, he  ends  by endorsing my view that the  subsequent sccular  history
was not written by a  member  of the  monastic  community.

A  word I  shall use, without prejudice to  earlier discussion  of the meaning of ‘compile’,  since  ‘editor’ or
‘rcdactor’ might suggest  interference  with the  text.

As a  result, perhaps,  Fulman,  followed  by Pronny and Cox,  mistook  the  manuscript  reading invicla  for
invim  ‘unwilling’ in  I'mu'clo comm:  ‘the earl  (Warwick) being unsqued‘.  The  author  is saying that  the
queen's  relations arranged the marriage between  Charles  of Burgundy and Margaret, and got many of
their other projects carried  out although Warwick remained powerful.  ‘For such reasons’ he was thought
to  have fomenled  the  First  Continualion’s ‘mighly insurrection‘ which led to the defeat of  Edward's
allies at Edgcootc on 26 July I469  and  m  me earl of  Pcmbroke's subsequem  beheading on Warwick’s
orders (Ross.  Edward  IV, pp. l26 ff.)  Pronay and Cox rejected the reading inviclo  because  according to
Pronay (p. 43)  this classical Latin  word is ‘a  curious  neologism’. One is  forced  to  wonder  whether either
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Pronay or Cox  ever used  that standard  Latin dictionary'known  to  students  as  ‘Lewis  and Shon’. Or, for

that  matter,  any dictionary of medieval  Latin like R.E. Lalham’s  Revixed Medieval  Latin Ward-List
(1965).

Other occunenccs, like  (lucis  memormi  (p. 1 l0) and  diclarum boreulium irruptio  (p. l [2) refer  back  to
passages in the  cun‘cnt text.

My long-ago  inspection  of  Fulman's  transcript at  Oxford  indicated that  this  annotation  occurs  at  this
point, not  earlier  in  relation  to Warwick's initial  quarrel.

p. 190:  tltlllidil  Immmixme historiae  ille  qui  huec  scripxil.  To  support  the theory of single  authorship
Cox translated ‘he who  wrote  all  lhis‘.

Rather more successfully, the  First Continuator  drew, in true  scholastic style  (or if you insist,  ‘monk-
spenk’), on the statue in  Nebuchndnezzar‘s  dream (from the  Book  of Daniel,  Chap.  2). to  compare  his  '
work  with the chronicles of lngulf and  Peter  of  Blois.

Finem  imponere  can mean either  ‘bring to an  end,  conclude’ or  ‘sct bounds to'.  lmponere  could also
mean  ‘imposc‘.  Cox’s translations  lend  to ignore legal tenninology. In the  same  passage  causam agere

means specifically ‘lo  pursue onc’s case  at  law’ not ‘argue’. On p. 166, where the  parish  of  Waplode  is

said to be  hujux mammerii  polesmli  mraque juri  xubnixi  [dependent on] the  translation  says ‘having
exerted themselves  [mistaken  as  nisi?]  in  opposition  to the  power  and rights of  this monastery'.  Ulroque
juri  is, of course, ‘by both  [canon  and  civil] laws‘.  On p. I72  maximm‘ pecuniarmn sumums  de  onmium
pane slulumn regni  urchivis  abrmlerem  becomes ‘extorled  great  sums  of money from  the  coffers  of
persons  of  almost  every rank  in the  kingdom'.  Archivix  means  archives, records-and  status  estate  i.e.  title,
right to  property. -

Another  mistmnslnlion  occurs  here: Cox  seems  to  have confused  visa  with  video  and failed to recognise
medieval Latin  vim  quad  ‘since, seeing lhal’,  so  that  he  (ranslélles  (p.  185)  ‘l  9bserve  from  the  chronicles

...' instead  of  ‘since  in the  chronicles’.

Pronay (p. 58) was right to draw  attention  to this  explicit  connection with the rebellion, though quite
wrong to translate  secundum efleclus quas  posterilas  visura  ex! as though i! meant ‘whichever  outcome
we are about to  see'.

The MS apparently read  subici. Fulnmn's  emendalion to  subigi  seems  unnecessary:  subici  ‘lo be  placed
under’.

St  John's Gospel  [0. l ‘he who  does  not enter the  sheepfold  by the  door,  but ascends  some other  way,

that  man is a  thief  and  a robber.  The true  shepherd enters  by the  door.  The  sheep will  not follow a

stranger but flee  from  him,  because  they do not recognise lhe_voice of slrangers’.

This accepts Kelly's view  (‘0bservations’,  Ricardian,  vol. 8  (1988-90), p.  340) that  nisi  must,  for

prosodic  reasons, he the  past part.  of  nirar  ‘press  forward,  strive;  rely on'.  Kelly translated ‘having
striven  to confound  lhemselvcs', but why would  they want to do that? I suggest that sun has its  sense  of

‘one's  rights‘ and that  xeque  ximul  cwlfundere  is  a  separate  clause. An  alternative  reading might be to
emend  canfundere  lo  confidere,  but that  would  remove the idea of  ‘disorder.  confusion' in  confundere
and  mixcelmm.  [n the later  lines  heu  quomado regni Regnum  vaslaviIL  incidentally, regni  should  be
regno  in the  ablative  with  vaslavil:  ‘the kingdom  wasted  the kingdom’ —— by civil war.

Another  reference  to St John, e.g. Revelation 22. I3 Ego xum  alpha  9!  omega. primus  el  uovixsimus,

principium  elfinis,  as well as Isaiah 4l. 4. '

We've  all had  this sort  of thing happen.  Only a  historian’s  eye for dates  once  stopped me signing an
agreement  that would  have given me  a  mortgage for all of two  days.

Some  of the  schoolboy howlcrs  were noted by Livia  Visser-Fuchs,  ‘A Commentary on the Continualion',
Ricardinn.  vol.  7 (1985-87). pp.  520-22.


